The Venkateshwar School
Gurgaon
Bringing out the Best
(A Proposed Senior Secondary School)
Vision

“Vision is the art of seeing the invisible” and that is exactly what we intend
doing at TVS. We are desirous of touching the most sensitive vein of people by
loving and taking care of their most precious jewels, their children. We aim to
rule the hearts and minds of our young patrons by being successful in living upto the expectations of the parents.
Mission

Our prime Mission at TVS is to make our children enjoy their childhood to the
maximum as this is the most fulfilled part of their lives. We believe in making
them fall in love with themselves and the world. There cannot be anything worse
than a child deprived of her/his childhood.
We promise to strive in our pursuance of excellence and in the interim
introduce our children to education as their best friend for life.
Educational Philosophy

- TVS aspires to be one of the foremost schools in the region by excelling in academic
programs based on quality education which is flexible, innovative, different, and
encourages international standards of professional academic excellence and
responsibility.
- TVS intends to be of relevant use to the students especially in today’s world which
seems to be in a state of constant flux. And as the most colourful, exciting and
challenging period in an individual’s life is during his or her childhood, TVS will
endeavour to enable its student’s exhibit and express their latent abilities and talents,
innovativeness, excitement and exuberance for life through the unbiased platforms,
provided by it.
- TVS will provide its student’s a forum of friendship (healthy interaction), cultural
pursuit (enhancing their capacity for aesthetic appreciation) and social action
(channelize their energies and talents in constructive pursuits) to create a more
equitable and egalitarian society.

- TVS desires and dreams of moulding, training and equipping its students in such a
way that they would play a visible and an effective role in facilitating the creation of a
better future and society as its “Change Agents”. It will provide an impetus to them to
pursue and grow in their potentiality and capability.
- Students symbolize courage, initiative, exuberance and dynamism. TVS will engrain
in its students a feeling of self awareness and respect, which would imbue them with a
sense of pride and identity, enabling them to perform the best, learn the most, adapt in
the easiest way.
- The world today is witnessing a revolution in Education with convergence and
integration of communication technologies contributing significantly to the expansion
and growth of constant learning. As a result the demand and urgency for students to
meet up with these new challenges and the growing expectancy of parents to
understand this evolution in Education has increased manifold. TVS will be devoted
in generating intellectual academic excitement in its students and also their parents by
touching and transforming their lives through mutual learning and sharing. We will
enable students to reach their intellectual, social, aesthetic and physical potential in
challenging and stimulating settings which reflect the worth of each individual and
promote mutual respect, co-operation, and social responsibility.
Our Beliefs
We value childhood as a unique and special time.
We believe learning is enhanced by learner involvement and commitment.
We value the active participation of parents in the education of their children.
We value the role of the teacher as central in the provision of the learning program.
We believe that schools should provide a safe and secure environment.
We believe in providing opportunities for students to acquire the skills, knowledge, and
attitudes necessary to excel in life.
We believe in the provision of a wide range of programs, activities, and resources to meet the
needs, interests, and abilities of all learners.
We value the strong commitment of staff and believe in their participation in all facets of the
school system.
We believe in education being holistic and committed to excellence.
We believe in lifelong learning.

TVS Educational Goals
Educational Goals are listed in three categories relating to the student's needs for skills
development, self-development, and social development.

Skills Development
TVS seeks to create an environment in which students will be encouraged to:







Develop the basic skills of communication: listening and speaking, reading and
writing.
Develop the basic skills of computation.
Develop skills to perceive sensitively, examine critically, think logically, and respond
effectively to information from various sources.
Develop an understanding of economic matters as they apply to daily life.
Develop abilities to communicate in more than one language.
Understand the influence of science, technology, and art in daily living.

Self-Development
TVS seeks to create an environment in which students will be encouraged to:












Demonstrate the ability to communicate ideas and personal feelings.
Develop a positive self-concept.
Develop pride in accomplishment.
Develop personal goals.
Develop the ability to work for own.
Develop a lasting desire for learning.
Learn self-expression through forms such as art, music, writing, dance, and theatre.
Appreciate various forms of culture and beauty.
Develop special abilities and interests.
Nurture physical development, fitness, and well-being, and apply principles of health
and safety in daily living.
Develop skills for participation in life-time sports and other recreational activities.

Social Development
TVS seeks to create an environment in which students will be encouraged to:






Work co-operatively with other individuals and groups.
Make socially responsible decisions.
Develop the potential for positive contributions to society.
Adjust to the changing demands of society.
Understand and respect other cultures and the interdependence of people.

TVS at a Glance
The core of “TVS” is well acclaimed and deeply rooted in world-class system of K-12
Education. This system embodies the right balance between guidance and freedom for the
child. It provides a carefully planned and structured environment in which the child grows
and learns in a natural way. As a part of this brilliant system at “TVS”, a series of soughtafter books, workbooks and activity material have been developed with extreme care and
tedious thought processes exclusively for our children. These are updated regularly by our
Research & Development team on the basis of international educational trends.

Salient Features at TVS















Seasoned Educationists and Academicians as part of the core team
Unique Brilliant Thematic Curriculum
Qualified and Experienced Staff
Colourful, Chirpy, Air-conditioned, Child Friendly Classrooms and Architecture
Multimedia and Internet Based Teaching
Use of Innovative Techniques
Excellent Care, Personal Grooming, Health and Hygiene Tips
Orientation Programmes by Experts
Stress Free and Playful Environment
Trained staff to accompany kids in the School Transport
We inculcate Family Values
Free Study Kit to every Girl Child Student
25% Discount on Tuition Fees to siblings
TVS to have a very active Social Arm (Community Services)

TVS CAN
C-CREATING / A-AWARENESS / N-NOW/ or & NETWORKING




Apart from Academic Learning our students to enjoy Experiential Learning through
Outdoor Education
Music (vocal and instrumental), Dance (Indian, contemporary, folk), and Theatre
academies
School Infirmary with trained medical staff

Facilities
TVS is "A School That Cares". It is a place of learning and fun where personal attention,
emphasis on good habits, etiquettes, mannerisms, culture, ethics and morality are not taught
but ingrained in the hearts and minds of our students through experiential learning. We catch
them young, as they say...........
TVS with colourful, attractive and well designed environs is really a child's dream being
converted into a reality. Our Primary Years Curriculum provides specially designed, thought
provoking rich learning material which embraces creative activities such as Reading,

Painting, Story Telling, Dressing Up, Make Believe Games, Scribbling Boards, Jumbles,
Jigsaws, Building Blocks, Finger Painting, Clay Modelling, Paper Tearing, Folding and
Pasting etc., Role playing Games in the Doll house Corner help the child in familiarization
and understanding people in different phases of their life.
The use of modern audio - visual aids build interest and make learning easy. Our Play-Pen
includes many types of playing equipments. Through the use of appropriate apparatus,
children develop their co-ordination skills required to play more organized games when they
are older.
Filtered / mineral / R.O. water is served in the school.

Activities
A Place where Fun Begins but doesn’t End!
TVS is the busiest place on earth. Momentum is very high and exciting, children follow a
daily routine of activities designed to build specific skills with each day being different. Our
children learn through singing, listening stories, dramatics/ plays, group projects, and outdoor
games etc. These activities provide opportunities for creativity, and lead to development of
physical co-ordination, emotional maturity, practicality and social skills.
A Child learns the most through fun and learning by which their minds are sharpened, energy
channelized and potential fully developed. Through these play activities - children grow up
making their own decisions and discoveries. Besides this, a climate of creativity is
maintained throughout the year. Activities like painting, rhyming, singing, clay modelling,
block building, fancy dress, movie shows, etc. are being organized in the school at regular
intervals.
We at TVS celebrate each festival and thus try and inculcate in the child from a very early
age social and religious acceptance and tolerance embroidered in mutual love and respect.
Summer camps/hobby classes & various competitions are also conducted for children.
Through our “We Care Program” we even encourage the Grand Parents to come and join us
in our festivities so that the kids develop an inseparable bond with them, especially because
nowadays the elderly are experiencing the lack of social security, and are usually neglected
and isolated.

TVS Innovative Teaching
Our creative teaching method neither imposes upon the child nor does it abandon him in total
free play. It provides a carefully planned and structured environment which promotes growth
and learning the natural way. Our child centric approach not only simplifies concepts, but
also meets the various needs of the growing and extremely curious children:
 Refinement of senses
 Language development
 Development of concepts
 Cognitive skill development
 Social development
 Personality / Psychological development
 Creative arts and music



Practical life (Care of self and environment)

Teachers at TVS




Our Teacher is a MOTHER to our students first
Our Teacher is a Friend and Companion to our students second
It is only third that they get into the mould and make up of a Teacher

Being extremely dedicated professionals our teaching staff has those special qualities that
distinguish a good teacher- patience and understanding. They are dynamic, relaxed and
enthusiastic with the ability to create a friendly atmosphere in which the children can express
themselves and learn at the same time. They encourage the development of each child, by
providing security and warmth, emphasizing self discipline more than authority and
encouragement rather than punishment.
Give us an opportunity to serve YOU.
P. S. Applications for admissions should be made in the prescribed form available at the
school office.
The Venkateshwar School
Bringing out the Best
Address

:

Sushant Lok II, Sector 57, Gurgaon, Haryana.

Telephone

:

8448087080, 8448087081, 8448087082, 8448087083, 8448087084

Email

:

tvs.gurugram@gmail.com

WebSite

:

http://thevenkateshwarschool.com/

FaceBook

:

https://www.facebook.com/Tvs.gurugram/

